
"The Secret Power Play: Anglo American Oil
Politics and the New World Order"
The world we live in is shaped by various geopolitical influences and power
dynamics. Among these factors, the control and distribution of oil have remained
pivotal throughout history. Anglo American oil politics, driven by the interests of
influential nations, have played a significant role in shaping the global order. This
article delves into the intriguing relationship between Anglo American oil politics
and the emergence of the New World Order, unraveling the hidden power plays
that dictate our current geopolitical landscape.

The Historical Nexus

The history of Anglo American oil politics can be traced back to the early 20th
century when oil became a crucial resource for powering industries and
supporting military operations. The discovery of massive oil reserves in regions
such as the Middle East and Africa led to a scramble among powerful nations to
secure control over these resources.

British and American oil companies, backed by their respective governments,
played a pivotal role in dominating the global oil industry. Companies like British
Petroleum (BP) and Standard Oil (now ExxonMobil) became synonymous with
Anglo American oil politics and played their part in shaping the global order.
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The Emergence of the New World Order

The end of World War II marked a turning point in global history, with the United
States emerging as the dominant superpower. This newfound power, combined
with its control over oil resources, allowed the United States to reshape the
international order in its favor. The concept of the New World Order, where
American influence would shape global politics, began to take shape.

Anglo American oil politics played a crucial role in this process. The United States
strategically aligned itself with countries like Saudi Arabia, ensuring a steady
supply of oil while also gaining political influence. The petrodollar system,
established in the 1970s, further strengthened American power by making the US
dollar the global oil trading currency.

Oil Politics and Geopolitical Strategies

Anglo American oil politics are deeply intertwined with geopolitical strategies. The
control over oil resources becomes a means to exert influence and control over
other nations. Oil-rich countries often find themselves vulnerable to external
interference due to their dependence on foreign companies for oil extraction and
export.
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These oil politics are not limited to the Middle East. South American countries like
Venezuela, rich in oil reserves, have also been influenced by Anglo American
power dynamics. The United States, in its pursuit of oil and geopolitical control,
has been involved in various controversies and interventions in the region.

Challenges and the Future

The Anglo American dominance in oil politics is not without its challenges. The
emergence of alternative energy sources and the recognition of climate change
have led to a shift in global priorities. As countries focus on transitioning to
renewable energy, the influence of oil politics may decline gradually.

However, the legacy of Anglo American oil politics and the New World Order
cannot be ignored. The geopolitical landscape we see today is a result of intricate
power plays driven by the pursuit of oil and dominant global influence.

Anglo American oil politics and the emergence of the New World Order have
shaped the course of global history. The control over oil resources, driven by
powerful nations, has influenced geopolitics, economies, and societies around the
world.

As we navigate through the constant shifts in global power dynamics, it is
important to understand the deep-rooted connections between oil politics,
influence, and the elusive New World Order. Only through this understanding can
we ensure a more balanced and equitable future for all nations.
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"A must read for every citizen on this planet…“ -- Amazon Customer
“A must read…” -- Ahmed M. Alrayes
"One of the best books i ever read.“ -- Abdulmuhsen S Al Meshaan
"…this clearly written book is a must read “ -- José Ewerton
"My many thanks to Mr. Engdhal for his monumental work.“ -- Rugambwa Smart
“Read this book“ -- K. W. Tighe
“Great book!” -- Remo Williams
"Fascinating information “ -- Goodview
"Excellent book.“ -- Gospi
"Great book…“ -- Peter B.
"Five Stars “ -- No Name
"Great Facts…“ -- champ

This book has become an international best-seller and appears in fourteen
foreign languages. It details the emergence of the United States through the
control of one commodity, oil. It traces that rise from the end of the 19th century,
through two world wars to the endless wars of today over oil.

Here’s some of what you will learn:
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+ How Churchill and the British Navy shaped the events that led to World War I
and the hidden role of control of Middle East oil behind the war.
+ How the British manipulated the 1919 Mandate to control Palestine, the Balfour
Declaration, Sykes-Picot and the 1919 carve up the Middle East in a manner that
haunts the world to this day.
+ Why Iran’s Mossadegh had to be toppled by the CIA in the 1950’S to preserve
Anglo-American oil control.
+ The real reason the CIA toppled France’s President de Gaulle in May 1968
+ The secret origins of the post-1973 oil shocks and the Petro-dollar to replace
the gold-backed dollar.
+ The real background to the toppling of Saddam Hussein going back to the
1990s.
+ The actual hidden role for control of world oil behind the post-911 US War on
Terror.

This is a story about power, power over entire nations and continents. The story
describes the vehicle to that unparalleled power over nations, oil, and the vital
role it has played in peace as well as wars in the past century. Henry Kissinger,
the former American Secretary of State put it succinctly during the first oil shock
of the early 1970’s. He declared, “Control the oil and you control entire nations.”
A thin red line runs through the history of the world since Fashoda, and that is
covered in oil and blood. This book is not for the faint of heart, but it is meant to
provoke reflection and discussion among those who can see beyond the daily
media manipulation of reality that is called news.
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